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'If you think I'm motivated, you should check this guy out. He will get you up on a
Monday morning' - Joe Wicks 'The more I started doing classes and also working out
with my trainer, Faisal Abdalla, the better I felt about myself' - Ellie Goulding 'I've read
my fair share of health and fitness books but this stands above the rest. Honest and
applicable training and nutrition advice full of innovative workouts for all abilities and
seriously delicious looking recipe ideas. Faisal's core value of positive mental attitude
shines through in every page and is contagious. This will be the most valuable
purchase you'll make to kickstart your fitness journey.' - Michael Jennings, Fitness
Editor at Men's Health Magazine Faisal Abdalla, aka 'Mr PMA', is a Barry's Bootcamp
and Nike master trainer, who has trained a long list of celebrities, including pop stars
Ellie Goulding, Harry Styles, Ella Eyre, John Newman and Jorja Smith. He believes that
there are three very simple rules to looking and feeling great: eating well, training hard
and thinking positively. The PMA Method is about working hard to develop the positive
mental attitude (PMA) that you need to achieve the body that you want. This book
teaches you to understand how the smallest of steps can lead to huge changes and
propel you on the journey to becoming a better version of yourself. Featuring interactive
exercise routines you can do virtually alongside Faisal for that extra push, as well as
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tips on how to unlock your PMA and how to prepare healthy versions of your favourite
food, this book has everything you need to motivate you to smash your goals. Learn
how to fuel your fitness and maximise results with post-workout options attached to
every recipe. If you're craving a takeaway, look for the #FaisalFakeaway tag which will
teach you how to create healthy versions at home or, if you're after a vegetarian meal,
check out the #MeatFreeMonday recipes scattered throughout the book. Wake up to a
hearty breakfast of Turmeric and coconut scrambled eggs, followed by a post-workout
lunch of Itsa pizza pitta and finish your day with a nutritious Thai style burgers with
almond butter satay sauce. With a huge range of recipes and workouts that can be
adapted to any ability, there is something for everyone. The Book - Eat, sleep, PMA,
train, repeat. - 50 recipes - 12 workout programmes - Shazam option for workouts so
you can virtually train alongside Faisal at home or in the gym - 14 day guide to reset
your body and mind and get you on the path towards a stronger, happier, healthier you
Mason's Backyard Workout is a story about a mouse name Mason who decides to have
a backyard workout get-together with all of his animal friends after seeing a commercial
on TV about how everyone needs to move and exercise. Mason asks his friend Ellen,
the eagle, to help get the word out by dropping invitations to all his friends. His friends
were excited about the backyard workout. The story uses a variety of animals who
participate in Mason's exercise fun with each one adding an exercise that they enjoy
doing. As children experience Mason's Backyard Workout they will meet Mason the
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mouse and his animal friends and engage their imaginations in a way that will
encourage them to have their own exercise fun.
"100% YOU" is now in print, kindle and audio.Caring for your health, reversing aging
and living at 100% should be easier, right? Are you frustrated with the available options
offered by traditional medicine? Have you ever wondered about a holistic approach but
you have never been sure where to start? What if I told you that you could grow
healthier, younger, and experience more focus and clarity than you have in years - with
no side effects, pills, potions, injections or surgical procedures. Find out how you can
have it all in this 15 minute interview where Hollywood actress Barbara Niven asks me
the questions on everyone's lips! "As you may know, I literally survived the 'Atomic
Bomb testing' and radiation poisoning in the Nevada dessert as a child. I have had 17
surgeries, multiple cancers, I even died twice, was confined to a wheel chair and told I
would never walk without a cane. On my journey, I discovered we are wired to heal and
return to great health to live possibly hundreds of years." Truthfully I know in my heart
of hearts my entire reason for surviving was to share the story and help others. How I
went from death to 100%. Honestly, you'll likely never meet another person like me with
this kind of outrageous story and the gumption to write it all down so you could enjoy
and access the secrets of your own magnificent design! You may well have heard
about Quantum energy, but you probably have no clue about what it is or how to use it.
I can give you the direct route to accessing your Quantum field so you can supercharge
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all aspects of your health and vitality! I am very proud of my companion books, 100%
You and Your Divine Human Blueprint and how they both introduce and pay homage to
the oldest holistic medicine design known to mankind. In 100% You I provide you with
the pure and simple properties to the structure and design of your human blueprint and
help you live a healthier more vibrant life. If you're like me and you want it all, you
should read Your Divine Human Blueprint. It is the definitive resource guide to
accessing quantum energy, altering DNA and regenerating stem cells, from better brain
function to restoring stem cells, in simple accessible language and easy to follow
processes. Both books guide the body and being that puts you in charge of your health
and happiness.
The side-splittingly hilarious new book from Sunday Times bestselling author, rugby
icon, and stag do in human form, James Haskell.
Now You Too Can Use This Softback Writer's Notebook For The Office Or Home.
Whether you are looking for a diary or daily planner or sketch book this versatile journal
is the perfect fit for your needs. In short, this notebook can be used formally or
informally to secure your thoughts or bits of information or detailed notes. The
possibilities are endless Cover: Soft Cover with Matte-finish Binding:This notebook is
bound securely to the same standard of mass market paperbacks. (Pages cannot be
easily removed) Dimensions: 15.2cm x 22.9cm (6" x 9"). Not pocket sized, yet a perfect
fit for your bag. Interior: There are 110 white blank quality smooth pages available for
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you to fill them with your thoughts, delights and experiences. Please note this plain
journal does not contain any prompts or internal content and each page is numbered.
Before purchasing, it's advised to use the look inside feature. Without a doubt, this
journal makes a perfect gift for a special friend or relative. Your gifting is not limited to
birthdays, holidays and special occasions But enough from us. Now it's your turn. Just
scroll up, click the buy button now to grab your personal copy of this first-rate notebook
today.
Ruled exercise book with a margin by Kensington Press. Perfect for school, home,
journaling and writing notes. High quality white lined paper. 80 pages per book. Size A4
approximately (8.5" x 11").
Roulette game has been around for centuries and yet gamblers have gone broke just
over 2.7% house edge. Now you may laugh at me and comment that I am losing 2.7%
at every spin cumulatively. Of course you are right in saying that and you may tell me
that it is highly negative expected value in the long run. But can you ignore these facts
Roulette will produce winning and losing streaks Roulette will allow gamblers to win big
by giving them 36 times of whatever they put straight up If a person goes hot and gets 2
times a number correct he stands to win 36*36 times the amount bet consecutively.
Giving you returns of 1296 times or if you just bet 25 dollars which anyone can afford to
lose in a casino he will have won 32 thousand 400 dollars or $32,400. Now with such
low house edges anyone can go on a hot streak, but everyone loses. And now if I tell
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you I have a system that will allow you to take shots at the game of Roulette and if you
win you compound your profits and cut losses and take profits then certainly the
casinos will a lot fun, a lot entertainment and a hell lot more fun, then would you deny
it? In this manual and in the coming pages I am going to convey to you the secrets of
my winning system of Roulette, every Roulette player must read this book at least one
and what have you got to lose? You are just going to get saved a lot of money and this
is an indispensable guide to winning in casinos a cart full of money, all crisp 100 dollar
bundles. And who knows you may even break the bank at roulette table. A lot of players
go to the casinos and assume they are lucky and going to win and this is the wrong
mentality to win at poker, because if you believe you are going to win you are going to
compound your losses following bad strategies like Martingale. The Martingale strategy
works best for the casino and they prevent losses by limiting the maximum amount of
bets that could be placed and of course players like you and me don't have access to
infinite resources that will allow us to keep doubling our bets forever. We need to win
big and we need to win with a small amount of money. In this manual I am going to give
you solid advice that will allow players to reduce the house edge of casinos and who
knows if everyone read my book probably the casinos will stop the game of Roulette
altogether. Because I have a system that really does beat the casinos. And the rules
which I will tell you precisely in later part of the book are as follows 1.Take Profits 2.Try
to go on a hot streak 3.Cut losses 4.Go for big wins like betting straight up 5.An intuitive
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pattern recognition system that makes phrases out of meaningless numbers for
identification of wheel bias. (This works on every Roulette Wheel in Vegas, Atlantic
City, every casino in the world and all machines open and closed and even automatic
Roulette machines which have a ball inside a chamber) This is a short book that will
give you the right tools to approach the game of Roulette and every chapter will convey
the topics that I have told you above and you must use all of these tools at once so that
you will make big money or be break-even or have very little losses in the game of
Roulette. Good Luck and wish you a lot of fun and entertainment in the casinos."
*THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER* HOW DOES A PIT CREW CHANGE FOUR
WHEELS IN 1.9 SECONDS? AND WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR A COMPANY
LIKE BLACKBERRY? WHAT IS RON DENNIS' SECRET TO GOOD TIME
MANAGEMENT? AND HOW CAN THAT HELP TV PRODUCERS? WHY IS F1 THE
PERFECT EXAMPLE FOR LEADERSHIP, MOTIVATION AND STRATEGY? AND
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM IT? In The Winning Formula, driver, commentator and
entrepreneur David Coulthard opens the doors to the secretive world of F1 and reveals
in simple, entertaining and utterly compelling terms how he has been able to master
this mind-boggling variety of disciplines by applying the skills honed from his years at
the top of the world's most demanding motorsport. By recounting his own stories, and
combining them with first-hand experience of stellar individuals such as Lewis Hamilton,
Ron Dennis, Sir Frank Williams, Christian Horner and Sebastian Vettel, Coulthard
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provides a fascinating fly-on-the-wall insight into F1 but at the same time offers an
invaluable guide to the business of sport and the sport of business.
Rugby Union as a sport has seen continual evolution over the years, and never more
so than since the game officially became professional in 1995. While on the pitch
tactics have seen more formalized approaches to skill acquisition, it is off the pitch
where the biggest changes have occurred and no area has developed more than
strength and conditioning. Players have gone from traditionally training for 'fitness' as
an add-on to their rugby training to seeking out structured athletic training interventions.
Furthermore, with modern rugby players being physically bigger and faster, the need to
ensure that they are more robust and free from injury has led to the demand for a more
scientific approach to the prescription of strength and conditioning. In Strength and
Conditioning for Rugby Union, ex-international player Joel Brannigan presents the
underpinning science of strength and conditioning in rugby. Using the fundamental
principles of training, he details a structure of assessing rugby players that in turn will
allow appropriate training inverventions to be planned out and, most importantly,
coached to a wide range of rugby playing levels. Aimed at coaches and players at all
levels of the game, sport science support staff, students and academics and fully
illustrated with 210 colour images and diagrams.
A festive read where romance meets comedy, set in the picturesque English
countryside.
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A focused conditional program has become essential ton on-field rugby success. Pook
presents a comprehensive training approach that builds players' physical abilities as
well as the rugby-specific skills their positions require.
Faisal Abdalla, is a Nike master trainer, a master trainer at Barry's Bootcamp and Ellie
Goulding's personal trainer. He believes that there are three golden rules to looking and
feeling great: diet, fitness and, most importantly, a Positive Mental Attitude. Faisal's
Body Transformation Program is not a magic wand. It is about working hard to achieve
the body you want and a positive mindset in life; it is about understanding how the
smallest of steps can have huge results and add up to a better you. Featuring
structured exercise routines for the body and mind, delicious and healthy versions of
your favorite food to fuel your fitness - wake up to a hearty breakfast of Kicking
scrambled eggs, followed by a post-workout lunch of Itsa pizza pitta and finish your day
with nutritious Fish & chips - this book will help you unlock your own positive mental
attitude and motivate you to smash those goals.
The fitness plan used by the SAS - perfect for fans of British Miltary Fitness classes.
Every year thousands of men and women discover new levels of fitness and inner
strength as they are put through their paces to meet demanding standards required for
new recruits in the British Army - this book will take you to the same level. Beyond that
are the elite: the SAS, Paras and Commandos. Each unit has rigorous and searching
requirements designed to select only the strongest, fittest and meanest for the world's
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toughest regiments. Recommended by a recent SAS squadron commander as 'an
excellent guide', FIGHTING FIT's unique and proven training programmes have already
helped many soldiers pass these most demanding tests. Now you can join them.
Illustrated throughout and including inside information on the kit you'll need, the food
you should eat and how to cope with injury, FIGHTING FIT is the comprehensive
insider's guide to the fitness methods of the world's most professional army.
Rebel, Jester, Mystic, Poet tells the story of the evolution of Iranian contemporary art by
examining the work of 30 artists. This is art where the ills of internal politics remain
astutely masked below a layer of ornamentation, poetry, or humor. What unites the
disparate works into a coherent theme is the artists' coping mechanisms, which consist
of subversive critique, quiet rebellion, humor, mysticism, and poetry--hence the
publications title. The subtitle Contemporary Persians is also a reference to a strategy
of survival, this one used by Iranians in the United States during the early 2000s; at a
time when 'Iranians' were identified with hostage takers and terrorists, they adopted the
identity 'Persians', which remained free of such associations. This title collects the work
of a number of artists who are already well-known in the United States, including
among others Afruz Amighi, whose work is in the permanent collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and Monir Farmanfarmaian, who received a
major exhibition at the Guggenheim Museum in 2015.
Good News!—There IS a Right Weight-Loss Plan for You and YOU Alone! For decades, people
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have chosen diets based on what worked for someone else—some celebrity they admire, a
coworker, or friend. Wrong approach! Diet and fitness expert Christine Lusita has been there.
As she points out, “All my life I’d been hearing about workouts and diets that were supposed
to be good for me. But each time I ‘failed,’ I felt as if I was the problem. I knew something had
to change, and it wasn’t about finding the next gimmick. It was about finding what worked for
me.” In this highly-relatable and easy-to-follow guide, Christine shows you how to achieve
YOUR version of personal success. Having battled for years with endless dieting, Christine has
created a unique, individualized weight-loss transformation system for people exactly like
you—who have no time, tons of stress and a constant battle with the mirror and the scale.
You’ll learn to: Pinpoint exactly what fitness and food plan works for you Have fun (really!) with
your workout routine Get rid of toxic people, problems and other energy-sucks Find guilt-free
“me” time Kick your inner critic to the curb Calm your kind of crazy--without the milkshakes!
Love who you are, what you are, and where you are Create a lifestyle that empowers you
instead of defeats you Forget any ideas you've had about how you're "supposed" to lose
weight. The Right Fit Formula shows you how to fuel your aspirations and reach your goals
that don’t involve landing on some magic number on the scale. With personality-driven
recipes, food plans, and workouts, you learn to live your best, fittest, and healthiest life, not
someone else’s idea of perfection. Let Christine show you how easy it is to live your life, and
lose weight, too!
UNSTOPPABLE takes the most valuable lessons and top commonalities on how to succeed
and lays out the 9 principles for unlimited success... in both business, and in life. Proven by
author Kelly Roach's award-winning career in corporate and as an entrepreneur,
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UNSTOPPABLE is set to inspire everyone from the new entrepreneur to the seasoned CEO. In
this much anticipated book, Kelly Roach breaks down the top lessons she's learned throughout
her award-winning career, blended together with lessons from some of the top industry leaders
in the world today in a way that's easy-to understand and motivating. From NFL Cheerleader to
million dollar business mogul, internationally acclaimed entrepreneur, business coach, and
rapid results expert, Kelly knows first-hand what it takes to become "unstoppable."
"UNSTOPPABLE delivers an exact play-by-play for taking the goals and dreams you have had
for years and finally making them a reality. That's what I want for you. I want you to see that
there's more out there: more freedom, more fulfillment, more joy, and yes, more money. It's all
there waiting for you, if you're willing to go after it." Inside UNSTOPPABLE, you'll discover how
Kelly went from immense financial struggle to building millions for herself and others, year after
year. The book is divided into three parts, strategically guiding readers from where they are to
where they want to be: Part 1: Financial Abundance - Shifting Your Mindset & Setting Yourself
Up For Success Part 2: Freedom - Escaping the Madness & Creating Your Ideal Business And
Life Part 3: Unstoppable Success - Turning The New You Into Momentum & Epic Impact
Kelly's dream is to help others fulfill their own. In UNSTOPPABLE, she is helping thousands of
people do just that. You'll discover the key actions, strategies, and mindset to unlock your true
potential for wealth, happiness, and success in every area of life, no matter where you are
today. It all starts with simple keys that will leverage your time and revenue and allow you to
work in your genius zone. These are the same thoughts and beliefs embodied by 6- and
7-figure entrepreneurs that will virtually guarantee your freedom, fulfillment, and financial
success. This book is praised by top entrepreneurs, CEO's, and brands throughout the world,
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and brings a combination of motivation with simple, but practical steps that are sure to make
an impact on reader's lives for years to come.
Ryan has a normal life until a stranger comes into his life and takes him onto a mysterious
journey where his mission is to find pieces to build a machine and a weapon. But the only way
to get these items is to time travel. His friends who accompany him on his journey are Diego,
Ashley, and Richard. That's when they find out that there is something evil lurking around
them.
Recommended by "Runner's World" magazine as "the best training book" by "the world's
greatest coach," "Daniels' Running Formula" provides an expert training and racing blueprint
for dedicated runners of all abilities.
Total Competition is the most compelling, comprehensive and revealing insight into what it
takes to get to the top in Formula One that has ever been published. Across four decades,
Ross Brawn was one of the most innovative and successful technical directors and then team
principals in Formula One. Leading Benetton, Ferrari, Honda, Brawn and Mercedes, he worked
with drivers such as Michael Schumacher, Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton to make them
world champions. In 2017, he was appointed F1's managing director, motor sports, by the
sport's new owners Liberty Media. Now, in this fascinating book written with Adam Parr (who
was CEO and then chairman of Williams for five years), he looks back over his career and
methods to assess how he did it, and where occasionally he got things wrong. Total
Competition is a definitive portrait of modern motorsport. In the book, Brawn and Parr explore
the unique pressures of Formula One, their battles with Bernie Ecclestone, and the cut-throat
world they inhabited, where coming second is never good enough. This book will appeal not
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only to the millions of Formula One fans who want to understand how Brawn operates, it will
also provide many lessons in how to achieve your own business goals. 'A must-have insight
into the awe-inspiring career of a true motor racing great' Daily Express
FORMER NBA STAR LUTHER WRIGHT SHARES HIS HARROWING AND UPLIFTING
JOURNEY OF FINDING GOD—AND HIMSELF—WHEN HE HAD NOTHING LEFT TO LOSE.
Luther Wright had the life hoop dreams are made of. A first-round NBA draft pick for the Utah
Jazz, he was a rookie on a team with basketball legends Karl Malone and John Stockton. He
had money, women, cars, and a luxurious bachelor pad overlooking Salt Lake City. But within
a year, ravaged by drugs and unable to cope with life as an NBA star, he was homeless, broke
and addicted to crack cocaine. Wright never wanted to play basketball, yet standing more than
seven feet tall even as a boy, he thought he had no choice. In this heartrending memoir, he
writes candidly about the self-destructive spiral he found himself on after neglecting his
passions to pursue the dreams of others. After years of living on the streets, he finally found a
gift greater than anything his millions could have bought him—God. Today, Wright offers a
simple message: believe in yourself, follow your dreams, and only then will you find your
Perfect Fit.
If there's anything people say they want more of these days...it's energy. The world around us
continually requires more of us while we give less and less thought to our long-term health.
This distracted and overwhelmed mindset has landed us squarely in survival mode, depriving
us of the necessary steps to create lasting, sustained energy. The truth is most of us are so
exhausted and don't know how to find the energy to live our best lives. We don't need another
long list of expensive recommendations from so-called experts, or a complicated morning
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routine that takes over three hours. We need a new formula that is practical, low-cost, easy
and that flat out works. We need The ENERGY Formula! Developed by biochemist, dietitian,
sports nutritionist and formulation scientist Shawn Wells after surviving a series of torturous
health battles, this pivotal and groundbreaking book is the product of meticulous and persistent
research to find solutions to his personal and painful experiences-paired with two decades of
legitimate clinical and scientific expertise. In this book, readers will discover how to utilize six
critical ENERGY pillars to rebuild their own lives to rid themselves of exhaustion and, instead,
power their lives with limitless potential. Readers will be able to: Understand how energy is
created with mitochondrial health and how to get more of it Learn how biological shortcuts or
"biohacks" can optimize longevity and quality of life Create measurable change in 30 short
days with the help of included surveys Increase resilience through the science of hormesis and
protect themselves from illness Unleash their limitless potential with chapter summaries for
quick reference Make clear use of tools like fasting, keto, paleo, cold plunges, DNA testing,
supplements and more A transparent, vulnerable and inspiring call to action, The ENERGY
Formula is a guide meant to bring you out of the black hole of fatigue, depression and weight
challenges and into a more passionate, energized and vibrant life NOW...with expert Shawn
Wells as your guide through every simple, research-backed step.

The author presents his personal weight loss and management program that
emphasizes permanent nutrition and lifestyle changes to achieve long-lasting changes
in health and wellness.
Explains the practical aspects of exercise physiology and modern coaching, including
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energy systems, the aerobic and anaerobic thresholds, VO2 max, running economy,
muscle fibers, and more. In addition, it covers how these ideas should inform both your
day-to-day workouts and the underlying philosophy that forms the foundation of your
training program.
Perfect Fit: The Winning FormulaTransform your body in just 8 weeks with my training
and nutrition planHachette UK
There is no secret to losing weight, building muscle, and getting in shape. We have
always had the tools. We have lacked in creating habits using the tools we have. In this
breakthrough book you will not hear the same old advice you have always heard about
health, fitness, and dieting. This book is about truly creating a healthy lifestyle and
making exercise a lifelong habit. Get Fit, Stay Fit, Remain Fit is a discovery of: - How to
build a system for achieving the healthy body you want. - How to set goals, achieve
goals, and stay on track as your go after your goals. - How to stay motivated with
exercise for the long-term so that nothing will stop you in the pursuit of what you want to
accomplish. It's time for you to achieve your health and fitness goals. Forever. No more
fitness-related New Year's resolutions. No more going on diets. No more temporary
results. With Get Fit, Stay Fit, Remain Fit you will create habits that last and create
results that last.
Fuel your training the smart way, boost your performance and achieve your body goals,
with the right recipes and correct nutrition advice from rugby superstar James Haskell
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and one of the UK's top sports performance chefs Omar Meziane.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER ‘Hilarious, and straight talking but also articulate
and insightful – I am just hugely fond of this guy’ –Eddie Jones ‘James Haskell: what a
flanker, what a book’ –Rugby World
The Smoothie And Juice Recipe Book gives you 100+ delicious smoothie and juice
recipes to help you cleanse your body and lose weight! Smoothies are naturally packed
with superfoods and antioxidants from fresh fruits and vegetables, making them the
easiest and tastiest way to improve your health, and get glowing skin and hair while
Juices are one of the quickest way to get nutrients into your body quickly! Juices are
easily digested and they feed our body's cells efficiently. They usually taste amazing
too! Fruit juices tend to supply the body with more vitamins, whereas vegetables tend to
supply the body with more minerals.This Smoothie and Juice Recipe Book will make it
easy to start enjoying smoothies with Juices on a daily basis and to get an extra boost
of vitamins, nutrients, and antioxidants so that you can start losing weight right away!
You Will Find Smoothies For: * Energizing your mornings and power through your
afternoons with recipes that take seconds to prepare and minutes to consume for
lasting energy. * Beautiful glowing younger looking skin, one of these smoothies every
couple of days will turn back the hands of time for your skin.* Increasing your Immunity,
fight off disease and prevent cold and flu viruses. Don't get sick when everyone else is.*
Making smoothies are the easiest and most effective way for your body to absorb all
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the nutrients fast. Bounce out of bed in the morning full of energy to take on the day.
Advantages of Smoothies: * Lots of fruit and vegetables easily digestible keeping you
fuller for longer. * Large amounts of vitamins and minerals to keep your immune and
gut healthy wards off disease and any other problems. * Easy and Fast to make, just
get all the ingredients ready the night before, throw them in the blender and Presto!
Your nutrient rich smoothie ready for drinking! * Lose Weight faster! Decrease those
sugar cravings, Increase your Metabolism to burn off those extra pounds. * Improve
muscle strength and athletic performance. Advantages of Juices:* Juices are the best
way to get direct nutrients, minerals, iron, and essential acids and even glucose. *
Juices don't only mean fruit juices. Vegetable juices are also the best way to refresh
your inner body without having to trouble the digestive organs. * Juices are also
perfectly made for those people who want to stay fit and healthy. Most of them are
essential to our body growth, for our daily diet as well as to oxidize the inner portion of
the body. * Juices expand your vitality and are delicious If you want to lose a few extra
pounds or get that beach body ready for summer then get this Smoothie and Juice
Recipes book and join thousands of people that already use these recipes to lose
weight and live healthy lives. Today only, get this book for $0.99 before the price goes
back up to $9.99!

Now You Too Can Use This Softback Writer's Notebook For The Office, School
Or Home. Whether you are looking for a diary or daily planner this versatile
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journal is the perfect fit for your needs. In short, this notebook can be used
formally or informally to secure your thoughts or bits of information or detailed
notes. The possibilities are endless Cover: Soft Cover with Matte-finish
Binding:This notebook is bound securely to the same standard of mass market
paperbacks. (Pages cannot be easily removed) Dimensions: 15.2cm x 22.9cm
(6" x 9"). Not pocket sized, yet a perfect fit for your bag. Interior: There are 110
white ruled quality smooth pages available for you to fill them with your thoughts,
delights and experiences. Please note this plain college-ruled journal does not
contain any prompts or internal content. Before purchasing, it's advised to use
the look inside feature. Without a doubt, this journal makes a perfect gift for a
special friend or relative. Your gifting is not limited to birthdays, holidays, back to
school and special occasions But enough from us. Now it's your turn. Just scroll
up, click the buy button now to grab your personal copy of this first-rate notebook
today.
If you want to Build Muscle, Lose Fat and look like a Rugby Player without
steroids, good genetics, or throwing precious time and hard-earned money down
the drain at the gym...then read on. We've all seen the fantastic physiques on
show at the Rugby World Cup, Rugby League and Rugby Union - huge thighs,
the big chest, wide back and bulging arms. But it's the aesthetics - the whole
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body looks tight, compact, powerful, and yet not overly bulky or ripped. That is
the type of physique that gets attention and if you're interested in creating that
physique than i can help. This is a full 2 week training and diet manual that you
simply follow and repeat. It is varied enough for you to keep using forever and to
manipulate if you see fit. The book contains: 26 Chapters jammed full of training
regimes and dietary plans 12 full muscle bulging workouts to manipulate to
continually experiment with that trains the entire body twice over the 2 weeks All
2 weeks of diet and nutrition including protein shakes Laid out simply for at-aglance if you're on the go at the gym or training at home. --Firstly... I keep things
simple - no B.S rubbish about doing LESS training and eating LESS and how
there is some SECRET holding you back. How did the bodybuilders in the 60's
and 70's look so great? Training frequency and nutrition. How and what - that's
the only secret. But you've probably been doing some of the things right but not
all - that's where this book can help you. I focus on 3 simple cornerstones...
--Training Frequency Don't worry you don't need to follow months of weird
training routines - mine is two weeks - and repeat. A hard and heavy week one followed by a lighter week two, but we still hit hard. Muscles are shocked into
growth in week one and recover in week two. I lay out all the routines 'at-aglance' for quick checking on your phone or tablet while at the gym. --BodyFat
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Through the intensity of the workouts and the nutritional plan we are going to
reduce your body fat. Why? Your Testosterone is utilized at it's best when you
have a lower body fat percentage. --Nutrition Nutrition is considered the most
important part of building muscle. If the nutrition is incorrect then it doesn't matter
how impeccable your training routines are, you will not progress. I'm sure you
have an idea about nutrition, but I'm here to give your knowledge a little boast.
You've heard of high protein, carbohydrates and healthy fats? But what is the
most effective foods to eat to get those essential nutrients. I include a days meal
plan with every day of training. Finally... I also go into the tips for maximizing size
including what supplements to use and when. I also go into tips for maximizing
training intensity - Supersets and TUT. This is all about power and guts - it's time
to create that Rugby Player Body that you always wanted. Imagine you in a 3
months time and people complimenting you on how you look? Let's make a
change and get started! No more wasted workouts - check out this 26 chapter
rugby player workout training guide and get building size!
Master the art of connection and engagement through the power of strategic
storytelling. Award-Winning Storyteller and Motivational Speaker, Kelly Swanson,
teaches you her Story Formula - a proven blueprint to help you craft strategic
stories of impact. This book walks you through the science of story, the six
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secrets to connection, the three prongs in your connection story, the anatomy of
a presentation, and the basic structure for story construction. Bonus chapters
include storytelling tips on delivery.
In his guide to fitness and nutrition international rugby star James Haskell leads
you seamlessly through every step of the journey towards transforming your body
and reaching your fitness goals. With an 8-week plan that can be done at home,
suitable for those who have not trained before, and a 12-week plan for those who
already train regularly, there is something for everyone and James encourages
and challenges you to become fitter, stronger and leaner than ever before.
Alongside the training programmes James provides detailed advice about
nutrition, helping you to understand how to eat to achieve the results you are
aiming for, as well as delicious recipes and meal plans to ensure you stay on
track. James's ambition is to dispel the fog - to provide clarity, understanding and
to motivate as well as inspire you train hard and fuel your training effectively in
order to transform your body. If you found James's Introduction to Becoming and
Remaining Rugby Fit helpful, Perfect Fit will help you to take your training to the
next level with its more detailed workouts, nutritional advice and recipes.
Questioning some commonly accepted metaphysical beliefs and explaining how
they are programs-beliefs of control designed to keep a person within this earthly
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matrix. How to escape these programs and this system by changing your beliefs.
Caleb faces two key questions in his 23rd year: can he be happy with a retail
career that falls short of his artistic dreams, and which girl should be the focus of
his neurotically awkward dating life?Fellow mall worker Leah should be a blonde
ray of sunshine, but she is overshadowed when teenage crush Sophie
unexpectedly returns to Caleb's life.The Perfect Hours explores the ever-present
battle between the urge to dream and the safety of settling. It's about how the
moments when everything is right make all the struggle and uncertainty
worthwhile.
You are invited to visit an imaginary world and share the experiences and
struggles of the unwilling victims being placed there.First book by this author, the
story has been in my head for many years, I am glad to finally be able to share it,
watch out for sequels as my empty head soon started to fill up again.
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